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Abstract

To monitor the aging process of insulation material in power distribution cables,
so-called 0.1 Herz measurements are carried out. By applying a high voltage to
a cable, partial discharges (PD's) are caused. The PD's also occur under normal
conditions, but take place less often. These PD's, which cause a concentrated
amount of charge to travel through the cable, can be measured at the beginning
of the cable. Due to reflections a number of pulses are measured. One PD-signal
typically consists of three pulses, more or less sunken in noise. The position and
size of the pulses tell us something about the magnitude and location of the PD;
two parameters that are important. One measurement contains a few hundreds
of those PD-signals. All of them need to be analysed. Together, they provide
an indication about the condition of the cable. A lot of large discharges in one
location indicates that the insulation material aged more than in other places.
The analysis of a PD-signals consists of localising the first three pulses in the
signal and is done by a human operator. If it is possible to automate the analysis,
a considerable amount of time can be saved.

The goal of this project is to investigate the possibility to automate the
analysis of PD-signals by means of time-frequency methods. In this report
three methods for detecting and localising these pulses are compared. Wavelet
analysis, an inverse filter bank, and a matched filter bank. The methods are
tested using test signals and real data collected during 0.1 Herz measurements.

It will become clear that it is possible to automate the analysis of PD
signals. The best method appears to be a matched filter bank. Good results
are achieved with this method. However, to be able to analyse all possible
signals (for instance, signals containing more than one PD) we need to better
understand the decisions made by the human operator. Further research will
have to focus on this aspect.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The occurrence of partial discharges (PD's) in insulation material of power
distribution cables is one of the main causes for the aging of this material. PD's
cause tree-like cavities in insulation material, which can, when they have grown
large enough, lead to a full discharge between two conductors. To be able to
take precautions, power distribution companies want to have information about
the state of their cables. Accurate information enables them to replace parts of
cables in time. In time means 'not too early' (unnecessary replacements result
in extra costs) and, certainly, 'not too late'. The more accurate the information,
the more precisely certain parts of cables can be replaced, the less it costs to
perform the replacement; only the 'bad' part will be replaced and not the whole
cable.

To monitor the aging process of insulation material in power distribution
cables, so-called 0.1 Herz measurements are carried out. By applying a high
voltage to a cable PD's are caused. PD's also occur under normal conditions,
but take place less often. The signals thus caused are being registered and
subsequently analysed. One signal typically consists of three pulses (due to
reflections), more or less sunken in noise. The position and size of the pulses
tell us something about the magnitude and location of the PD; two parameters
that are important. One measurement contains a few hundreds of those PD
signals. All of them need to be analysed. Together, they provide an indication
about the condition of the cable. The occurrence of many large discharges in one
location indicates that the insulation material aged more than in other places.
More about PD's and 0.1 Herz measurements can be found in chapter 2.

The analysis of PD-signals is done by a human operator. If it is possible
to automate the analysis, a considerable amount of time can be saved. The
goal of this project is to investigate the possibility to automate the analysis of
PD-signals by means of time-frequency methods. The Wavelet Transform (a
time-scale representation for signals, and one of the methods discussed in this
report) already proved itself useful for contrast enhancement and edge detection
in image processing [BrDu98]. This method will be discussed in section 3.3,
preceded by general theory about signal decomposition. Two other methods
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will also be discussed in this section, namely Inverse filter banks and Matched
filter banks.

In chapter 4 all three methods will be tested. Also real data, collected during
0.1 Herz measurements, will be used to be able to draw conclusions about the
performance of the methods (chapter 5).

To be able to test the methods on data, a program was written using Matlab.
The listing of this program can be found in appendix D.
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Chapter 2

0.1 Hz measurements of
partial discharges

2.1 The physics of partial discharges

The occurrence of partial discharges is one of the main causes for the aging of in
sulation materials. Partial discharges occur when insulation is non-homogenous,
due to cavities or encapsulated impurities; electric fields are amplified at those
locations. Furthermore, the air is 'weaker' which results in a much lower in
sulation break down voltage. Ultraviolet light, electrons and ions cause the
surrounding material to slowly decay. Tree-like structures arise and are gradu
ally getting bigger. Ultimately, they will span the greater part of the insulation
leading to a full discharge.

To monitor a component's quality, measurements are carried out to deter
mine how far the aging process has proceeded. However, the charge displacement
measured at the terminals is only a fraction of the actual displacement within
the insulation material. To see this, take a look at figures 2.1(a) and 2.1(b).

The cavity is depicted by capacity CC • The actual break down can be de
picted by closing ~and afterwards opening~ the switch in figure 2.1 (b). Ca
pacities Ca and Cb represent the 'healthy' material. Practically, Ca >> Cb and
Cb << CC • During break down the voltage over Cc will rapidly decrease to zero
when charges -Cct:..F and Cct:.. F have cancelled out. Because the duration of
discharging Cc is very short, the supply will not provide additional current at
that instant; the RC-time is usually too long. Hence, the voltage over the entire
capacitor, capacity Ctot ~ Ca , will decrease by an amount c5F. This corresponds
to the 'apparent' charge, Le. the measurable charge Ca .c5F. How this 'apparent'
charge corresponds to the 'real' charge will be determined using figures 2.2(a)
and 2.2(b).

Before discharge, the total amount of charge in capacitors Ca, Cb and Cc
equals:

(2.1)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Capacitor with cavity in insulation material, (b) corresponding
electric scheme.

After discharge, an amount of charge is lost. We can write

(2.2)

(2.3)

Rearranging variables yields

8V = Cb ~V ~ Cb~V.
Ca + Cb Ca

Thus, we find the apparent charge:

qapp = Ctot8V = (Ca + CbCc ) 8V
Cb + Cc

~ Ca 8V = Cb~V = ~: (Cc~V) = ~: qreal. (2.4)

The measurable charge qapp is much smaller than the real charge qreal:

qapp = Cb << 1 (2.5)
qreal Cc

Therefore, sensitive equipment is needed for these measurements; often in the
order of pC's.

After having been discharged the cavity can be charged again. Because
Cb << Cc the charging current is determined by the size of Cb and is equal
to Cb ~~ • If the supply voltage is sinusoidal this charging current is at its
maximum at the zero crossings. A component being in service throughout the
year experiences 3.2· 109 zero crossings per year. So there is good reason to be
concerned about aging of insulation material due to partial discharges.

2.2 0.1 Herz measurements

Partial discharges (PD's) are one of the main indicators of aging of cables.
Therefore, one needs to have information about the location, intensity, and
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Total amount of charge: Qtot = Q

(a)

Total amount of charge: Qtot = Q - Cc . Ii.V

(b)

Figure 2.2: Situation before and after discharge.

regularity of the PD's that take place. For this purpose 0.1 Herz measurements
are carried out.

During these measurements a cable is connected to a power supply providing
a high voltage of 0.1 Herz. This high voltage will cause PD's in the weak spots
of the material. Once a discharge has taken place the concentration of charge
will spread through the conductor demonstrating itself as a travelling pulse (see
figure 2.3). The pulse will travel both towards the measuring equipment (the
beginning of the cable) as well as towards the end of the cable. The pulse
travelling towards the end will reflect at the end. Also, the pulse travelling
towards the beginning will reflect at the beginning. This results in a signal
recorded by the measuring equipment as shown in figure 2.4.

Figure 2.3 shows the typical shape of a PD-signal. T a is defined as the time
needed for the pulse to travel distance a, Tb the time needed to travel distance
b. The beginning of the cable is located at 0, its end at L. It can be seen that
the location of the discharge can be calculated from

~·L.
T a + Tb

(2.6)

If pulse 2 is located near location A in figure 2.3, then the PD occurred near the
beginning of the cable. If pulse 2 is located near location B in this figure, then
the PD took place near the end of the cable. From this figure we can also see
that the location of the discharge can be derived from the relation between the
distances pulse 2 - pulse 3 and pulse 1 - pulse 3 . Typical values for the distance
pulse 1 - pulse 3 lie between 10 and 50 microseconds. The signal is measured
using a 10 nanosecond sampling period (100 Mhz). The energy content of pulse
1 is an indication of the actual charge involved in the partial discharge. Together
with a few cable parameters an estimation can be made about the actual charge.

Every measuring session produces a few hundreds of those signals. In the
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Figure 2.3: The typical shape of a PD-signal. From the positions of the pulses
the location of the PD can be calculated.
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Figure 2.4: A typical signal measured at the beginning of the cable.
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Figure 2.5: Graph in which every PD-signal is represented by one dot.

ideal case, PD-signal analysis should provide two values: the amount of charge
involved and the location of the discharge. These values can be plotted in a
graph with a few hundreds of dots. This graph (an example calculated from
real data is given in figure 2.5) represents the information needed to judge the
condition of the cable with regard to the aging of its insulation.

Generally, one can say that a spot where large discharges take place regularly,
the insulation material has aged substantially.

2.3 Problems and objectives

Problem definition

Currently, signals like the one shown in figure 2.4 are analysed by determining
the exact location of the pulses using a human operator. A computer program
is applied to mark the locations. The human operator merely corrects the
program. Since the signals are often very noisy, in most cases the program fails
to find the exact locations and most estimations have to be corrected.

Objectives

To save the time the human operator spends on analysing the PD-signals, it is
desired to automate this analysis. To achieve this, the following steps will be
taken:

• To study application of time-frequency methods for PD-measurements.

• To implement an algorithm for finding the pulses and positioning of PD
pulses.
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Chapter 3

Theory

3.1 Signal decomposition

In signal processing different ways are used to describe signals. Signal are de
composed into components in order to reveal properties needed for a specific
purpose. To understand more about decomposing signals into these compo
nents one needs to know about bases and, more generally, frames.

As with vectors, one can also take the inner product of two signals. The
inner product for two signals on interval [a, b] is defined by

(j(x), g(x)) = l b

f(x)g*(x)dx. (3.1)

It reflects the similarity of f and 9 on interval [a, b]. Thus, many different bases
can be constructed. To learn more about bases, orthogonality, and biorthogo
nality, the reader is referred to appendix A.

Fourier Transform

In Fourier analysis signals are decomposed into harmonics: etwt . They form an
orthogonal basis, since

(3.2)

Therefore we can calculate the Fourier transform by simply taking the inner
product, yielding the familiar equation

F(w) = i: f(t)e-twtdt (3.3)

Analogously to vectors, signals can be reconstructed from their expansion co
efficients- in the continuous case these are continuous functions like F(w) in
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(3.3). For Fourier analysis the inverse Fourier transform can be stated as

(3.4)

3.2 Time-frequency analysis

Fourier transform has been used extensively in signal processing. There are,
however, certain limitations to this method. In the frequency domain, informa
tion about a change in frequency content over time is not clear. When analysing
signals using the Fourier transform, we decompose the signal into harmonics of
infinite duration which have infinite duration. In order to understand time
frequency representations, we need to understand about the relation between
time and frequency resolution. From Fourier theory we know that when we
change certain signal properties in time, also the signal's spectrum will change.
Let us review two important Fourier transform properties.

Conjugation
f*(t) ++ F*( -w)

F{f*(t)} = £: f*(t)e-twtdt = (£: f(t)etwtdt) * = F*( -w).

Scaling

f(at) ++ I~IF (~) ,a real and a¥-O

For a > 0:

F{f(at)} = £: f(at)e-twtdt = {T = at}

= ~ ['XJ f(T)e-tWT!adT = ~F C~::) .
a i-co a a

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

If a < 0, the result will get a minus sign because integration limits will change
sign, too.

Short-Time Fourier Transform

A solution to the problem of time independency when using the Fourier trans
form is the use of a time window. This method is called the Short-Time Fourier
Transform (STFT) or Windowed Fourier Transform.

The STFT is defined by

F(t,w) = £: f(T)W*(T - t)e- tWT dT.

10



Formula (3.8) can be understood in several ways. First multiply the signal f(t)
with the window function w(t) and then calculate its Fourier transform. Because
the window has a short time duration it reflects the signal's local frequency
properties. By moving w(t) and repeating the same process, we could obtain a
rough idea how the signal's frequency contents evolve over time.

Alternatively, we could also understand STFT from the concept of expan
sion. In STFT, we compare the signal f(t) with a set of elementary functions
W(T - t)e'WT that are concentrated in both time and frequency domains. Sup
pose that the function f(t) is centred at t = 0 and its Fourier transform is
centred at w = O. If the time duration and frequency bandwidth of f(t) are
~t and ~W, then STFT(t,w) indicates the signal's behaviour in the vicinity of
[t-~ht+~t] x [w-~w,w+~w],

The STFT of a signal is a redundant representation. Therefore, there are
several ways to calculate the inverse STFT. One of them is written below:

roo 1 roo roo
f(t) L

oo
Iw(tWdt = 27r L

oo
J- oo F(T,W)W(T - t)e'WT dTdw. (3.9)

In order to better measure a signal at a particular time and frequency (t, w),
it is natural to desire that ~t and ~w be as narrow as possible. Unfortunately,
the selections ~t and ~w are not independent; they are related via the Fourier
transform (see properties above). Furthermore, according to Heisenberg's un
certainty principle ~t~w 2: !. The interested reader is referred to appendix
B.

3.3 Methods

In image processing there were already some good results in edge detection
and contrast enhancement using wavelet analysis [BrDu98]. Since analysing
PD-signals also requires a sort of edge detection, the first method trying to
solve the problem mentioned in section 2.3 was the wavelet analysis. Tests with
inverse filter banks and matched filter banks followed.

To be able to approach the problem analytically, a model is needed for the
PD-pulses. A set of model PD-pulses is shown in figure 3.1. Names were given
to the signals. The numbers in the names stand for the number of samples the
pulses consist of. All pulses have unit energy. The pulses are discrete energy
normalised versions of

h(t) = e- t
- e-2t

• (3.10)

In Matlab this function can be obtained by using the function impulse. This
function calculates the impulse response for a given transfer function. In case
of our models, the transfer function can be written as

H (8) _ --.,,------,1,-------,
- 8 2 + 38 + 2

(3.11)

We now have a smooth signal which can be used for testing purposes, and, later
on, for calculating inverse functions.

11
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3.3.1 Wavelet Transform

The Wavelet Transform (WT) is a fairly new tool for signal analysis. It is
efficient for local analysis of nonstationary and fast transient signals. Similar to
the STFT, the WT is a mapping of a signal to the time-scale joint representation.
To achieve this, a signal has to be compared with oscillatory basis signals of
finite duration, so-called 'wavelets'. As explained in the previous chapter this
can be done by calculating the inner product of the signal to be decomposed to
a wavelet basis (or its dual, see appendix A). This makes the WT look like

W(r, s) =i: f(t)'I/J;,T dt (s > 0), (3.12)

with 'l/JS,T = )s'I/J (l-:;T).
SO f(t) will be compared to shifted and dilated versions of the so-called

mother wavelet. The factor )s is needed to assure that the wavelet, when
dilated, still has the same energy as the mother wavelet. And, written as a
convolution

('XO 1 (t-r) _
W(r,s) = i-oo f(t) .;s'I/J* -s- dt = (J*'l/Js) (r), (3.13)

with 'l/Js(t) = )s'I/J* (~t). So 'l/Js(t) can also be looked upon as a filter. The
Inverse Wavelet Transform (IWT) will then return the original signal:

1 100 100

1 (t r)f(t) = -C 2 W (s,r)-¢ --=- dsdr,
1/J -00 0 s s

(3.14)

with C1/J = 2~ J~oo 1'1J1(:I
Wdw < 00 (this is called the Admissibility condition, see

appendix C). (f(t) is the dual function of 'I/J(t). If the basis used is orthonormal
'I/J(t) = (f(t).

To see the result of scaling and shifting for the localisation of time and
frequency components of a wavelet, let us look at the Fourier transform of a

12
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Figure 3.2: A mother wavelet and her dilated and shifted versions.

shifted and scaled wavelet 'lj;. If

then

'lj;(t) f-+ 'I1(w), (3.15)

(3.16)

It can be seen that when a wavelet is dilated in time by a certain factor, in
frequency domain it will be contracted by the same value. In other words,
high resolution in time means low resolution in frequency and vice versa, which
follows directly from Heisenberg's uncertainty principle (see appendix B) and
is already a familiar property from Fourier theory. Figure 3.2 shows a mother
wavelet and a few dilated and shifted versions.

There is an analogy between the wavelet analysis and the microscope. The
scale factor corresponds to the magnification or the resolution of the microscope;
the translation factor T corresponds to the location where one makes observa
tions with the microscope. If one looks at very small details, the magnification
and the resolution must be large, which corresponds to a small scale s. The
wavelet is very concentrated. For large and positive s, the wavelet is spread
out.

The difference between the STFT and WT is that with STFT a signal is de
composed into signals of equal bandwidth. The STFT is called a time-frequency
representation. With the WT the signal is decomposed into components of vari
able bandwidth; the bandwidth is proportional to the centre frequency of the
signal component. Therefore, the WT is called a time-scale representation.

Take a look at figure 3.3. The three parts of the signal (figure 3.3a) are each
located in a different part of both frequency and time domain. The example
clearly shows that. Figure 3.3b shows its (Continuous) Wavelet Transform at a
number of scales. The CWT was performed using a mexican hat-wavelet. This

13
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Figure 3.3: (a) A signal consisting of three modulated Gauss functions. (b) The
same signal wavelet transformed using a mexican hat-wavelet. (c) The mexican
hat-wavelet
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Figure 3.4: The idea of inverse filtering.

function is the second derivative of the Gauss function. If we could manage to
separate the pulses in a PD-signal and show them on different scales (like the
parts of the signal shown in figure 3.3), then, even when the signal is noisy, it
would be relatively easy to distinguish the pulses from the noise and determine
their location.

3.3.2 Inverse filter bank

Trying to solve the problem using an inverse filter is a somewhat different ap
proach. We want to detect a certain signal. So designing a filter that is the
inverse of the expected signal seems to be reasonable. In our case this expected
signal will have the shape of a typical PD-pulse. For pulses of that shape the
output signal should then be a Dirac pulse. In other words, convolution of this
pulse with the filter coefficients gives us a Dirac pulse. Let us take a look at
figure 3.4. If hdt) and h2 (t) are the impulse responses of filter 1 and 2, respec
tively, and Hdw) and H2 (w) are their Fourier transforms, then HI (w) = H

2
1
(W)'

Example 3.1 Let us take a look at pulse p in figure 3.5. We superimpose a few
of these pulses to obtain signal Sin. A filter F2 is created, calculated in Matlab. It is
the inverse filter of filter Fl which has an impulse response equal to pulse p. As can
be seen from this figure, even for signals consisting of superimposed pulses it works
reasonably well.

There are, however, some problems in finding the filters. In figure 3.6 we can
see that the wider the PD-pulse, the narrower the spectrum of it. The figure
also shows that the amplitude of the higher frequencies are decreasing with the
width of the PD-pulse. This implies that the inverse filter would have to amplify
these frequencies substantially. This is no problem for a signal without noise
(as we could see in the previous example). However, when even a small amount
of noise is present this will be amplified enormously.

In the next chapter, a filter bank will be constructed, consisting of inverse
filters derived from a pulse at different scales (see figure 3.7). Quite similar to
the scales used in wavelet analysis. As we can already conclude from theory,
this filter bank will have poor performance.

15
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Figure 3.7: A filter bank consisting of inverse filters of pulses that are dilated
differently.

3.3.3 Matched filter bank

The inverse filter considered in the previous section can be described as

1 H*(w)
F(w) = H(w) = IH(w)12' (3.17)

with H (w) the Fourier transform of the signal to be detected. It was made clear
in section 3.3.2 that such a filter will amplify the high frequencies in the signal.
Therefore, inverse filters will not work properly in noisy environments without
any special modification. Such a modification is the Wiener filter, whose Fourier
transform can be written as

H*(w)
F(w) = IH(w)12 + Sn(W) , (3.18)

with, again, H(w) the Fourier transform of the signal to be detected and Sn(w)
the energy density function of the noise. Proof for the Wiener filter can be
found in [Bh90].

So we have to know the spectrum of the noise to construct this Wiener filter.
Let us assume that it is white noise that is present in the measured PD-signals
and that the energy of the PD-pulses are much smaller than the energy of the
noise. In that case the Wiener filter becomes a matched filter:

F(w) = Hit), (3.19)

where K is the energy density function of the noise. Later in this chapter it will
be shown that the assumption of white noise is correct. In time domain this
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Figure 3.8: Correlated signal s at three levels.

means that the matched filter is related to the signal by

f(t) = h(-t). (3.20)

In discrete time the filter coefficients will have to be the time-reversed signal
coefficients.

Now we can construct a filter bank of these filters. Again, similar to the
scales in wavelet analysis. Every filter is the reverse of a scaled version of
a model PD-pulse (see figure 3.1). From the correlation signals (the result of
filtering a PD-signal at different" levels") an analysis can be made of the location
of the 'best fit' of a model. The best fits are located at the maxima, so only the
maxima of the correlation signal will be kept for further analysis. Remaining
now are only the maxima (which we shall call coefficients) at the different levels.

Example 3.2 Given a signal 8 shown in figure 3.8 consisting of signals 81, 82, and
83. All three have energy E = J::"oo 18m l2dt = 1, (m = 1,2,3). Or in the discrete

(implemented) case: L~=-oo 18m (kW = 1, (m = 1,2,3).
Conveniently, we will correlate signal 8 at three levels with model signals 81, 82,

and 83. So h = 81[-n]'/2 = 82[-n]'h = 83[-n]. The correlated signals at those
three different levels are shown in figure 3.8. Clearly, the best fits are located at the
maxima.

It can be seen from figure 3.8 that for every pulse in the signal 8 there will be a
maximum when correlated with whichever model. But since all model signals have
unit energy the height of the maximum determines which correlation signal fits best.
In the case of the previous example the maxima are at subsequent levels.

The manner in which we obtain the scales is the same as in wavelet anal
ysis: by correlation. There is, however, one important difference between a
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matched filter bank and wavelet analysis. In wavelet analysis signals are corre
lated with (bi-)orthogonal wavelets that have certain desired frequency charac
teristics. This creates the possibility to reconstruct the original signal from the
scales. It makes it easy to modify a signal at a certain scale (for instance by
thresholding, to remove noise) and then reconstruct the signal again. Matched
filters also correlate the signal to obtain certain" scales", but, strictly speaking,
they cannot be called scales; the filters are not (bi-)orthogonal. For our pur
poses this is not necessary. We just want to detect PD-pulses of different widths
at different levels. A matched filter is, therefore, better adapted to our needs.

Noise in PD-signals

Earlier in this section we assumed that the energy density function of noise in
PD-signals is white. Let us check whether that is correct. For this purpose we
take parts of measured PD-signals - parts from which we suspect that there
is only noise present - and calculate their spectrum. Figure 3.9 shows a few
examples. In the first column we see the PD-signals. The part of the signals
that has been used for analysis has been greyed. The second column shows the
spectra of these signal parts, calculated with the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT;
only the first half of the FFT is shown). The last column shows the energy
density spectrum. From these figures we cannot distinguish a certain pattern
in the graphs, apart from a few peaks. These peaks are probably the result
of the characteristics of the cable and those of the measuring equipment. A
frequency component that was established regularly, was ~ 1.4 MHz. Filtering
out these components did not improve the performance of the methods, so this
extra calculation could be left out. The rest of the energy density function
is reasonably constant. This is true for PD-signals of different cables (tested
at random). Therefore, we can conclude that the noise in PD-signals can be
considered white.

3.4 The algorithm

Using the methods discussed in the previous sections, we can obtain a series
of coefficients at several scales. In other words, we convert a PD-signal into
a set of coefficients at different scales. To extract the information about the
positions of the pulses we apply an algorithm, using a priori information about
the PD-signal. Let us make a list of properties of the PD-signals.

• The first pulse of every PD-signal has the greatest energy.

• Calibration measurements allow us to estimate how much time it takes
for a pulse to travel through the cable twice (back and forth). So also the
location of the reflected pulse in the signal is known (location A in figure
2.3).

• The subsequent pulses have decreasing energy. Thus, the width ("scale")
of a subsequent pulse is greater than that of its precedent.
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Figure 3.10: The matrices used for the general algorithm.

• There is only one other pulse between the first pulse and its reflection.
Thus, generally, there are only three pulses to look for.

• Every pulse has the same sign. So either we are looking for three positive
pulses or for three negative ones.

Using the properties of the PD-signal the algorithm can be written.
As discussed before, the pulses are likely to be located where we find the

largest coefficients. In case of inverse filters, a Dirac pulse would occur at the
beginning of a pulse. In case of wavelet analysis and matched filters (both
correlation methods) the maximum would occur at the point where the PD
pulses and filters are most alike.

Sorting coefficients How do we select the maxima from all scales? For
implementation the scales are stored in a matrix CoefMtx. One row for every
scale (see figure 3.10). The rows should have a certain order: the higher the
row number, the larger the" scale" (or width) of the pulse. Later in this section
it will be made clear why this is necessary. First, we create a new matrix
Sortedlndices that has the same number of rows as CoefMtx, with every row
corresponding to one scale. This matrix Sortedlndices contains the indices of
the coefficient matrix CoefMtx in descending order of the corresponding values.
So the beginning of each row in matrix SortedIndices contains the index of
the maximum at that scale in matrix CoefMtx (see figure 3.10).
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Finding the sign of the pulses Before creating this matrix SortedIndices,
we find the global maximum in CoefMtx and determine its sign. Assuming this
coefficient corresponds to the first pulse of the PD-signal and, knowing that all
pulses have the same sign, we will discard all coefficients of the opposite sign
and then create SortedIndices.

Chopping CoefMtx Knowing where the first pulse occurs we also know, from
the calibration measurements, where its reflection (the third pulse) should occur.
After this point there are no more points of interest to us so, to save calculation
time and decrease the probability of making mistakes by finding the wrong
pulses, we discard the part of CoefMtx after this point.

This has not been done for the data analysis given in this report; just to
be able to see what pulses would or would not be detected. When using the
knowledge of the location of pulse 3 it is possible to see when pulse 2 and 3 are
"melted" together. In that case, we will not detect pulse 3. We will just detect
pulse 2 slightly before pulse 3.

Finding the global maximum Now the first element of each row of Sorted
Indices contains the index of the maximum at each scale in CoefMtx. Com
paring their corresponding values (which we retrieve from CoefMtx and store
in MaximaValues) gives us the global maximum (i.e. the maximum of Maxima
Values, which is the maximum over all scales). Once the maximum has been
selected the corresponding row in SortedIndices will be shifted one element
to the left to loose the handled element. Now the first element of that row is
the new pointer to the subsequent maximum at that scale and we can again
compare the maxima across the scales.

Finding the subsequent maxima When looking for the next maximum we
have to exclude small scales (smaller than the scale of the lastly found maximum)
from our search. Let us say that a maximum is found on scale n. Then the next
maximum is more likely to be found in scales equal to or greater than n. For
this reason a certain scale can be masked with the vector SignalMasked.

Also, the next maximum must occur at a later point in time. So only indices
greater than the previous one will be considered. Subsequent pulses in the
PD-signal have decreasing energy content.

Masking indices A maximum that has been detected at a certain scale can
also appear at other scales. To avoid a pulse being detected at those scales as
well, a masking matrix (Masked) is used. Every time a coefficient is selected at
a certain scale the corresponding masking bit plus a number (given by window)
of surrounding bits ares set in Masked at the other scales. When all bits at a
certain scale are set also the appropriate bit in SignalMasked will be set.

There is one problem, however, in masking the 'other' scales. A pulse de
tected at one scale will not appear in exactly the same position in another scale.
To integrate this knowledge into the algorithm a matrix called 'Response Shift
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Matrix' RSM is used. In figure 4.12 the coefficients are clearly shifted slightly. In
matrix RSM these "location shifts" are stored, so we can take that into account
when we mask coefficients at other scales.

Stopping the search The search for new pulses stops when the energy con
tent ofthe newly found pulse is not sufficient. Since the values ofthe coefficients
reflect the energy content of the corresponding pulses, they are used for com
parison.

Having pointed out the main idea of the algorithm, we are now ready for data
analysis.
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Ch.apter 4

Data processing

Now, it is time to test theory on data. We have a few signals at our disposal to
do that. The location of the beginning of the pulses in those signals are given
in table 4.1.

Pulse 1 Pulse 2 Pulse 3
test signal 501 1315 2496

marian 94 669 772
kabel73 496 1023 2325
zucbor 463 2236 3977

Table 4.1: Sample numbers of the beginning of pulses in several PD-signals.

Cable length [m] Reflection length [samples] Location of PD [m]
marian 571 678 86.7
kabel73 1570 1829 1117.6
zucbor 2965 3514 1469.0

Table 4.2: A few parameters of the cable and corresponding PD-signals. The
reflection length is the distance between the first and third pulse.

4.1 Wavelet Transform

4.1.1 Implementation

The Continuous Wavelet Transform is implemented in the Matlab function cwt.
The algorithm used by this function is described below.
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Figure 4.1: The coifl-wavelet.

C. oT = l f(t) ~1PC~ 7) dt

C.,T = L: l k

+l f(t) ~1PC~ 7) dt
k

since f(t) = f(k), if t E [k, k + 1] then

CS,T = ~~ f(k) l k
+
1

1P C~ 7) dt

1 (jk+l (t 7) jk (t 7) )
C. oT = JS ~ f(k) -00 1P ~ dt - -00 1P ~ dt

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

so at any scale s, the wavelet coefficients C. oT (for 7 = 1 to the length of signal
1) can be obtained by convolving the signal f and a dilated and translated
version of the integrals of the form

(4.5)

and taking finite difference.
After trying a number of wavelets to obtain the matrix of coefficients, the

coifl-wavelet (see figure 4.1) appeared to be best adapted to the shape of the
PD-signals. The coefficient matrix is created by taking the Continuous Wavelet
Transform (which is, as explained in the previous chapter, no more than the
inner product of the signal with slided coif1-wavelet). Assuming that the 'best
match' of the signal to the 'coiflet' takes place at the maxima, we preserve only
these and discard the rest of the information, thus obtaining only the necessary
coefficients.
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Figure 4.2: Test signal; analysed using wavelet transform. Pulses found at: 494,
1311, 2501.

4.1.2 Simulations

Let us now try to apply the methods and algorithm discussed previously on a
constructed signal, Le. a signal that only consists of three model PD-signals.
We filter the test signal at different scales and preserve the maxima (see figure
4.2). The test pulses in the test signal start at sample number 501, 1315, and
2496, respectively. As can be seen in table 4.1. We see that in this simple case it
is easy to locate the edges of the pulses. But let us now add some noise. We can
see that in both cases (figures 4.3 and 4.4, noise and more noise) the algorithm
works reasonably well. The difference is a few samples.

4.1.3 Real data

After having tested the method and algorithm on simulated data, it is now time
to apply them to real data. Three signals were selected to serve as an example:
marlan, kabel73, and zucbor. The analysis of the signals is shown in figures 4.5,
4.6, and 4.7, respectively.

From these figures we can conclude that in the case of kabel73 the method
works quite well: all edges were found. The reflection of the first pulse is found
about sample 2330. So, in practice, only the part of the signal before 2330 will
be considered. We assume that the first pulse is located correctly. Then, from
calibration measurements we know where the third pulse should be located.
Therefore, to calculate the location of the PD, we use 487, 1018, and 2316
(=487+1829).

In case of marlan there is some difficulty finding the second and third pulse,
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Figure 4.3: Test signal and additional noise; analysed using wavelet transform.
Pulses found at: 500, 1310, 2498.
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Figure 4.4: Test signal and more additional noise; analysed using wavelet trans
form. Pulses found at: 500, 1324, 2505.
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Figure 4.5: Signal marian; analysed using wavelet transform. Pulses found at:
103, 647.

due to lack of similarity between the coiflet and the PD-signal. Also the timing
is bad for the same reason. The signal zucbor is analysed correctly, except for
the fact that the third pulse is detected too late. So with the analysis of this
signal there is also a timing problem. But when we calculate the PD-Iocation
The first two pulses are of greater importance. We use 449, 2240, and 3963 (449
+ 3514).

More signals were analysed in this manner. All with the same type of results.
In most cases the pulses could be detected, but the timing was bad.

4.2 Inverse filter bank

To find the inverse filters of the model signals we take the reciprocal values of
the Fourier transform

1
Finverse(w) = F· ().

s,gnal W

For large scales, however, parts of the Fast Fourier Transform of the model
signals are very close to zero. The inverse filter's FFT would, therefore, have
large values in that part, meaning the higher part of the spectrum. This results
in strong amplification of the higher frequencies (amplification of noise). For
this reason two filters are left out: the inverse filters of pd724 and pdl024.

Starting with the simple test signal already gives us an idea about the per
formance of this method: it will be fairly poor. Looking at figure 4.8 we see that
only the first two pulses were found. Furthermore, they were both detected on
level 7. So this method does not really decompose the signal into scales, which
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Figure 4.7: Signal zucbor; analysed using wavelet transform. Pulses found at:
449, 2240, 4230. Calculated location of PD at: 1453.8 m.
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Figure 4.8: Test signal; analysed using an inverse filter bank. Pulses found at:
500, 1314.

makes it more difficult to apply an algorithm to it. Although now we already
know that this method will not work for our purposes we still want to know
how much worse it gets when noise is added to this signal (see figures 4.9 and
4.10). It shows that it is not the right method for our algorithm.

4.3 Matched filter bank

Finally, we are going to process the same signals by the third method: matched
filtering. For this we use model signals of different length like the ones in figure
3.1. To construct a matched filter bank, a complete set of these signals is used.
Often the first pulse in a real PD-signallooks like these signals. However, many
times it does not. This is a result of the characteristics of the cable and the
mechanism of discharge. Some pulses have small overshoot, others might even
oscillate for a few periods. Depending on the circumstances we can use different
signal sets. For the analysis of the real data shown in this chapter, a different
set of signals is used (see figure 4.11). The widths of the positive parts of the
pulses are approximately equal to those of the pulses in figure 3.1; the difference
is the "tail" of the pulses. For convenience, the same names were used. The PD
models shown in figure 4.11 are derived (i.e. sampled and energy-normalised)
from

h(t) = 154e-o.3t sin(0.0954t) (0::; t ::; 6.587).
0.9
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Figure 4.9: Test signal with additional noise; analysed using inverse filter bank.
Pulses found at: 500,1273,2464,2747,3022.
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Figure 4.10: Test signal with more noise; analysed using inverse filter bank.
Pulses found at: 1087, 2200, 2494, 2934.
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Figure 4.11: The set of signals used to analyse the real data.

The corresponding transfer function:

(4.7)

with ( = 0.3 and W n = 1. This model best resembles the mechanism of a partial
discharge as measured during 0.1 Herz measurements.

4.3.1 Simulations

The first signal is, again, the test signal consisting of three pulses. It should not
be a surprise that the edges are detected accurately (see figure 4.12), since the
filters have the same shape as the signal components -but that is the idea of
matched filtering, of course.

Now, let us add some noise (figure 4.13). And some more noise (figure 4.14).
In both cases the algorithm still can find the right locations of the pulses.

4.3.2 Real data

Also with real data the matched filter bank works reasonably well. In figures
4.15,4.16, and 4.17 we see that all pulses in all three signals are both detected
and located correctly. For calculation of the location of the PD, we use:

• marian: 97,672,775 (= 97 + 678).

• kabel73: 493, 1024, 2322 (= 493 + 1829).

• zucbor: 459,2233,3973 (= 459 + 3514).

Other signals have been tested, and all signals with similar appearance (more
about this in chapter 5) were also analysed correctly. So we may conclude that
this method works very well.
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Figure 4.12: Test signal; analysed using matched filter bank. Pulses found at:
501, 1315, 2496.
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Figure 4.13: Test signal with noise; analysed using matched filter bank. Pulses
found at: 501, 1315,2494.
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Figure 4.14: Test signal with more noise; analysed using matched filter bank.
Pulses found at: 501, 1315, 2496.
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Figure 4.15: Signal marlan; analysed using matched filter bank. Pulses found
at: 97,672,777. Calculated location of PD at: 86.7 m.
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Figure 4.16: Signal kabe173; analysed using matched filter bank. Pulses found
at: 493, 1024, 2313, 2875, 4222, 4718. Calculated location of PD at: 1114.2 m.
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Figure 4.17: Signal zucbor; analysed using matched filter bank. Pulses found
at: 459, 2233, 4031. Calculated location of PD at: 1468.2 m.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and future
research

Conclusions

In the previous chapter it was shown that it is possible to automatically de
termine the positions of pulses in PD-signals from 0.1 Herz measurements. We
have seen that the use of a matched filter bank has a considerably better per
formance compared with wavelets and the inverse filter bank. Wavelets are not
adapted for use in PD-analysis; correlation of the PD-signals with wavelets does
not provide accurate location of the pulses. Inverse filters amplify high frequen
cies and are therefore not suitable to use in noisy environments. Processing real
data showed that a matched filter bank is able to accurately locate the pulses of
PD-signals that fit the model depicted in figure 2.3. So, concluding, we can state
that a matched filter bank is an appropriate method to automate the analysis of
PD-signals consisting of three pulses.

Future research

To be able to fully automate PD-analysis, more problems have to be solved.
For instance, a PD-signal can contain more than one PD. This is not always
obvious. So not all PD-signals are easy to interpret and it is, therefore, quite
difficult to do it automatically for all signals that are registered during 0.1 Herz
measurements.

In figure 5.1 a few PD-signals are shown that cannot be interpreted easily.
Let us take a look at figure 5.1a. The dashed line indicates the reflection of
pulse 1. The question is: which pulse is pulse 2? The answer would be: the
pulse about sample 3800. The other pulse might contain more energy, but if that
pulse was pulse 2, the PD would have taken place in the beginning of the cable.
In that case pulse 1 travelled a short distance and pulse 2 would have travelled
far more (almost back and forth). Since the pulses have about the same slope,
this is very unlikely.
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Figure 5.1: PD-signals that are not so easy to interpret.

Now, let us take a look at figure 5.1b. This PD-signal seems to have only
two pulses. The reflection of pulse 1 is, again, indicated by the dashed line.
Question: did pulse 2 "melt together" with pulse 1 or pulse 3'1. Answer: we do
not know. Investigating other PD-signals from the same measurements on the
same cable might give an idea of how much a pulse would disperse going back
and forth through the cable. Having only this signal at our disposal, we cannot
say a lot about it.

The last PD-signal (figure 5.1c) is a tricky one. Pulse 1 is clearly found at
±300; its reflection at ±4700. It seems to be quite clear that pulse 2 is the one
at ±600. But that is incorrect. If this was the case, the two pulses would have
travelled from the end of the cable (which is quite long as we can tell from the
number of samples between pulse 1 and 3). Travelling from such a distance and
still have slopes like the two pulses in this signal is not likely. We would expect
the slopes to be much smaller due to dispersion. For similar reason the small
pulses about 1800, 2500, and 2700 are to be disregarded. The true pulse 2 is
the one at ±3900.

These examples make it clear that even though the method of matched filter
banks combined with our maxima selection algorithm works quite nicely for a
lot of signals, there are still many cases in which we need more information.
Maybe it is possible to still add a few rules to the algorithm. Rules that are
known to the human operator through a lot of experience. The next steps
should be focused on retrieving that kind of information and integrating it into
this algorithm.

The program developed for PD-analysis works very well. However, criteria
should be developed to determine whether a signal has been analysed correctly.
The program is be able to analyse a certain part of the signals correctly (how
much differs with every measurement). If the program can determine which
signals need to be reviewed, the rest of the signals can be presented to a human
operator. At the moment, the operator would have to check all signals.

If it appears that smoothing the algorithm does not improve the perfor
mance, one might think of a totally different approach. We could describe a
PD-signal in terms of pulses with four parameters:

• Type of pulse (two examples were given in this report: figures 3.1 and
4.11).
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• Width of the pulse.

• Energy of the pulse.

• Location of the pulse.

Although it probably requires more calculations, the advantage of this approach
is that it can serve as a preprocessing tool for a interpreter. This could probably
be a neural network or fuzzy system.

In brief

So, summarising, we can say that the analysis presented in this report is a
good start for automating analysis of 0.1 Herz measurements. Further work
should be focused on collecting more rules for finding pulses in more complicated
signals. When results are not satisfactory, designing a preprocessing tool is
worth considering.
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Appendix A

The basis concept

A basis for a Hilbert space, H, is a set oflinearly independent vectors, VI, V2, .•. ,

Vn , . ... Any vector, x, in the space H, can be expressed as a linear combination
of 1lt,V2, ... ,Vn , ... :

x = CIVI + C2V2 + ... + CnVn , (A.I)

where CI, ... ,Cn are called the expansion coefficients.
There are two classes of bases: orthogonal and non-orthogonal. A basis is

called orthogonal, if the following condition is satisfied:

(Vi, Vj) = ki,j6(i - j), (A.2)

where 6(·) is the Kronecker delta function. If all values ki,j are equal to 1 -in
other words, all Vi are unit vectors-, the basis is called orthonormal. In case of
an orthonormal basis the coefficients can be found by simply taking the inner
product

Ci = (x, Vi), (A.3)

because then the expansion coefficients are exactly the projection of x on the
elementary vectors Vi. Thus, in the orthonormal case

(A.4)

In the non-orthogonal case expansion coefficients can not be found by simply
calculating the inner product. When trying to find the expansion coefficients
for a non-orthogonal basis one needs another, so-called, dual basis. Two bases,
{ VI, ... , vn } and {UI' ... , un} are called dual bases, if the following condition is
satisfied:

(A.5)

where 6(·) is the Kronecker delta function. The dual basis is also called a
biorthogonal basis. If all values ki,j are equal to 1, the dual basis is called
biorthonormal. In the orthogonal case, the basis and its dual basis are identical.
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Figure A.l: Two pairs of vectors forming dual bases.

So an orthogonal basis can also be regarded as a special case of the biorthogonal
situation.

The significance of the dual basis is that it allows us to compute expansion
coefficients of a vector with respect to a non-orthogonal basis by taking the
inner products. Thus, we can calculate the expansion coefficients of a vector x
with respect to a basis 0: = {VI, ... , vn } by taking the inner product of x with
the dual (biorthonormal) basis of 0:: f3 = {UI' ... ,un}' So we have

This works both ways, so also

x = L)x, Ui)Vi.

x = L (x, Vi)Ui.

(A.6)

(A.7)

To see this, let us substitute x = CI VI + C2V2 + ... + CnVn in (A.6) to get

CIVI+C2V2+",+Cn vn = L ((CIVI,Ui) + (C2 V2,Ui) + ... + (CnVn , Un)) Vi· (A.8)

Since (Ui, Vj) = 8(i - j), we find

CI VI + C2 V2 + ... + cnvn = L (CiVi, Ui)Vi = L CiVi (A.9)

Example A.I UI = (l,O)T, U2 = (-l,l)T, VI = (l,l)T, V2 = (O,l)T, {UI,U2} and
{VI, vd are the dual bases in R 2

. See figure A.I. Let x = (a, b)T. It can easily be
checked that UI and V2 are orthogonal, and so are U2 and VI.

x = (X,VI)UI + (X,V2)U2

X = (a + b)UI + (b)U2.

And also
x = (x, UI)VI + (x, U2)V2

X = (a) VI + (-a + b)V2.

For further reading the reader is referred to [PeYe97].
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Appendix B

Time and frequency
resolution

We know from Fourier theory that time and frequency properties of signals are
not independent. In section 3.2 two properties were mentioned. Heisenberg
determined the maximum resolution in the time-frequency domain and called it
the uncertainty principle. Let us start by defining time duration and frequency
bandwidth.

A familiar formula is Parseval's formula, which states that the energy of the
time representation of a signal is equal to the energy of its frequency represen
tation:

rOO 1 rooL oo f(T)h*(T)dT = 27f L oo F(w)H*(w)dw.

If f(t) = h(t), we have F(w) = H(w), and (B.l) becomes

i: If(tWdt = 2~ i: IF(w)1
2
dw.

Let us define the signal's energy content by

100 1 100

E = If(tWdt = - IF(wWdw.
-00 27f -00

(B.l)

(B.2)

(B.3)

Then :f(tW/E and IF(w)1 2 /E can be thought of as normalised energy density
functions in the time and frequency domains, respectively. Now we could use
the moments concepts from probability theory to quantitatively characterize the
signal's behaviour. For example, we could use the first moment to compute the
mean time and mean frequency:

1 roo
(t) = E L oo tlf(tWdt
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and
1 /00(w) = - wIF(w)1 2dw.

27fE -00

(B.5)

Furthermore, we can use the concept of the variance to measure the signal's
energy spreading in time and frequency domains. Usually, we define 2~t and
2~w for the time duration and frequency bandwidth, where

and

~~ =~ /00 (w _ (w)? IF(w)1
2

dw =~ /00 w21F(wW dw _ (w)2. (B.7)
27f -00 E 27f -00 E

Based on the definitions of time duration and frequency bandwidth given
above, we are now ready to give the quantitative definition of the uncertainty
principle.

Theorem B.1 Uncertainty Principle HEISENBERG

If v'tf(t) --+ 0, for ItI --+ 00, then

(B.8)

The equality holds only when f(t) is the Gaussian function, i.e.,

(B.9)

which means that one cannot achieve infinite accuracy. There is always a min
imum of inaccuracy present.

Proof Let us assume that (t) = 0 and (w) = O. Consequently, (B.6) and (B.7)
become

and
2 1 /00 2 2

~"' = - w IF(w)1 dw
27l" -00

Then,

~;~~ =I: elf(t)12dt2~ I: w
2

IF(w)1
2
dw

Replacing wF(w) = H(w) in (B.12) yields

M~~ = I: t
2

If(t)1
2
dtI: h(t)h'(t)dt
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where we applied Parseval's relation. Because of the derivative property,

d
wF(w) +-+ -t d/(t)

Applying (B.14) to (B.13) yields

~;~~ =i: t
2
If(t)1

2
dt i: I~f(t)12 dt

From Schwarz's inequality, it follows that

Because

(B.14)

(B.15)

(B.16)

/

00 tf(t)!l:-f(t)dt=!/oo t!l:-f2(t)dt= tfe(t) 1

00 _!/oo f 2(t)dt=-! (B.17)
dt 2 dt 2 2 2

-ClCl -CX) -CX) -CX)

Inserting (B.17) in (B.16), we obtain the uncertainty inequality relation (B.8). If
(B.8) is an equality, then (B.16) must also be an equality. This is possible only if
f'(t) = ktf(t), that is, f(t) is given by (B.9). 0
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Appendix C

Wavelets

Conditions

Any function can be a wavelet, but for perfect reconstruction of the signal two
important conditions are necessary:

• Admissibility condition

C _ ~!OO 1'I1(w)1 2

dw
1/1 - 211" -00 Iwl < 00,

which implies that '11(0) = 0, so J~oo 'ljJ(t)dt = O.

(C.l)

• Regularity condition
A wavelet must have exponential decay so that its first low-order moments
> O.

Furthermore, wavelets' energy content is usually normalised.

Discrete Wavelet Transform

The Continuous Wavelet Transform maps a one-dimensional signal to a two
dimensional time-scale joint representation that is highly redundant. The use
of discrete wavelets can reduce the amount of information of the WT output.
By the term discrete wavelets is meant, in fact, the continuous wavelets with
discrete scale and translation factors. The discrete scale and translation factors
can be expressed as S = sb and T = kTosb, where i and k are integers and So > 1
is a fixed dilation step. The translation factor, T ,depends on the dilation step
scale s. The corresponding discrete wavelets can be written as

(C.2)
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Figure C.l: Time-frequency "tHings" of a few transforms.

With the discrete wavelets, the WT of a continuous function is carried out
at discrete times and frequencies which corresponds to sampling in the time
scale space. The sampling along the time axes has the interval Tosh, which is
proportional to the scale sh. The time-sampling step is small for small-scale
wavelet analysis and is large for large-scale wavelet analysis. With the varying
scale the wavelet analysis will be able to "zoom in" on singularities of the signal
using a more concentrated wavelet of very small scale. For this detailed analysis
the time-sampling step is very small. Because only the signal detail is of interest,
only a few small time steps would be needed. Therefore, the wavelet analysis
provides an efficient way to represent transient signals.

A special case is the Dyadic Wavelet Transform in which So = 2 is chosen.
Usually, TO = 1 is chosen, so the discrete time step is 2i . Along the T-axis the
localisation points depend on the scale. The intervals between these localisation
points are the same within one scale and are proportional to it. These intervals
are large for large scales and small for small scales.

When the input function is continuous and the wavelets are continuous in
scale and translation factors, one has the Continuous Wavelet Transform. When
the input function is continuous but the continuous wavelets are with discrete
scale and translation factors, the wavelet transform results in a series of wavelet
coefficients and is sometimes referred to as the wavelet series decomposition.

Because filters for the DWT are very short (2-20 depending on the type of
wavelet,sometimes more), they would have been convenient for PD-analysis. It
would have made quite a difference in calculation time. An attempt was made,
but it soon turned out that for larger scales time resolution was too low.

In figure C.l time-frequency tHings of a few signal representations are shown
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[MiMsOpPg96]. In time domain, we have only amplitude at certain instances. In
frequency domain, there is only the amplitude of certain frequency components.
The STFT can be represented by time-frequency cells. Every cell has equal
area and equal time and frequency resolution (the same window function is
used for the entire analysis). Finally, the Dyadic Wavelet Transform can also
be represented by time-frequency cells of equal area, but time and frequency
resolution change. For large scales (low frequencies) frequency resolution is
high. Time resolution, however, is low. For small scales (high frequencies)
frequency resolution is low and time resolution is high.

The interested reader is referred to [M198], [QiCh96], or [Sh96].
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Appendix D

Program listings

The most important programs are listed below. Sometimes lines did not fit to
the width of the page. In that case three dots (... ) were used the connect the
end of the line to the beginning of the following.

D.I ScanCable

clc, clear, format compact, close all hidden

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Choose method for signal decomposition
% by uncommenting the appropriate %-sign.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
method='wavelets';
%method='inverse filter bank';
%method='matched filter bank' ;

tolerance=20; % if a pulse is found more than 20 samples
% before location where reflected first pulse should be,
% this pulse should be treated as blended with the reflection

Datalnput

logfile=[TargetDirectory,'\',CableName,'.log'];
fid=fopen(logfile,'w+');fclose(fid);

for kl=0:999
tic % read cpu time to measure calculation time
filename=[CableName,'.' ,num2str(kl,'%03d')];
FullFileName=[TargetDirectory,'\',filename];
if exist(FullFileName)
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invpd64)),L);
invpd91)),L);
invpd128)),L);
invpd181)),L);
invpd256)),L);
invpd362)),L);
invpd512)),L);

if kl>O,pause,end % Wait for key pressed in figure window
disp('#####################################')
disp(['Analysing signal> ' ,filename])
signal=load (FullFileName);
L=length(signal);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
switch method %Create CoefMtx with one of three methods
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

case 'wavelets' %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
scales=round([64 91 128 181 256 362 512 724 1024]/2);
coefs = cwt(signal,scales,'coifl');

%Vector used to shift the maximum of scale in the right place
shift=[10 13 17 22 29 37 48 63 80];

for k=l:size(coefs,l)
w=scales(k);
% scales are 'smoothed' not to find to many maxima
% and then only maxima are preserved:
CoefMtx(k,:)=retainmax(conv(coefs(k,:),ones(1,10)/10));
CoefMtx(k,:)= ...

[CoefMtx(k,shift(k):size(CoefMtx,2)) zeros(l,shift(k)-l)];
end
RSM=zeros(size(CoefMtx,l)); window=round(scales/2);

case 'inverse filter bank' %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
load invpd64, load invpd91
load invpd128, load invpd181
load invpd256, load invpd362
load invpd512, load invpd724
load invpdl024
CoefMtx(l,:) wkeep((conv(signal'
CoefMtx(2,:) = wkeep((conv(signal'
CoefMtx(3,:) wkeep((conv(signal'
CoefMtx(4,:) = wkeep((conv(signal'
CoefMtx(5,:) = wkeep((conv(signal'
CoefMtx(6,:) wkeep((conv(signal'
CoefMtx(7,:) wkeep((conv(signal'
CoefMtx(8,:) zeros(l,L);
CoefMtx(9,:) zeros(l,L);
RSM=zeros(size(CoefMtx,l));
window=[64 91 128 181 256 362 512 724 1024]/2;

case 'matched filter bank' %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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load SigSet04 %load CorrSigMtx, RSM, window
window=round(window/4);
for k=l:size(CorrSigMtx,l)

x=RetainMax(conv(signal,reverse(CorrSigMtx(k,:))))' ;
%Correct for delay by length of matched filter
CoefMtx(k,:)=x(size(CorrSigMtx,2):length(x));

end

end %switch %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(l), clf, hold on %Plot signals and coefficients
for k=1:9

subplot(9+3,1,k+3)
hold on
plot(CoefMtx(k,:),'r')
axis([l L -l.l*max(max(-CoefMtx)) 1.1*max(max(CoefMtx))])
plot(zeros(L,l))
set(gca,'xtick', [])
set(gca,'ytick', [])

end
subplot(411), hold on, plot(signal)

%Truncate matrix at reflection length from
%first (i.e. largest) pulse
[ FirstPulseScale , LargestPulseIndex ] = ...

find( abs(CoefMtx)==max(max(abs(CoefMtx))) )
EdgeReflectedPulse = LargestPulseIndex(l) + ReflectionLength;
if size(CoefMtx,2) < EdgeReflectedPulse
disp('Signal does not contain reflected pulse')
xx='NO REFLECTED PULSE';

else
CoefMtx=CoefMtx(:,l:EdgeReflectedPulse);xx=";

end

%%% Find edges in truncated CoefMtx %%%%% THE ALGORITHM %%%%%%
[EdgeMtx, FirstPulseEnergy] = ScanMtx(CoefMtx,RSM,window);
FirstPulseEnergy = abs(FirstPulseEnergy);

Edges=find(any(EdgeMtx,l))
subplot(411),hold on,dotx(Edges),vline(EdgeReflectedPulse)
v=axis;axis([O L -max(-signal) max(signal)])

%Retain correct edges to calculate PD-Iocation:
%If last pulse is found NOT close to EdgeReflectedPulse
% (>tolerance) then only remember first two (or one if
%there is only one) pulses and add EdgeReflectedPulse.
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% Else use first two pulses and last pulse.
if Edges(length(Edges))«size(EdgeMtx,2)-tolerance)
Edges=[Edges(l:min(length(Edges) ,2)) EdgeReflectedPulse];

else
Edges=[Edges(1:min(length(Edges)-1,2)) Edges (length(Edges))] ;

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Make logfile with: a) edges found, b) location of PD
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fid=fopen(logfile,'a');
fprintf(fid,'%s»',filename);
for m=l:length(Edges)
fprintf(fid,' %4i,' ,Edges(m));

end
if length(Edges»l
location = ...

(1-(Edges(2)-Edges(1))/(Edges(length(Edges)) - Edges(l))) ...
*CableLength;

fprintf(fid,' LOCATION» %6.1f meter. %s\n' ,location,xx);
end
fclose(fid);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

t(kl+l)=toc;disp(['Signal calculation time> ' ,sec2str(toc)])

else
disp([FullFileName, ' does not exist']), break

end % if exist %%%%

if prn % Print signals if desired
print -dwin

end

end % loop 0:999 %%%%

disp('=======================================')
disp(['Total time for calculation >',sec2str(sum(t))])
disp('»»» DONE «««<,)

1).2 Scan~tx

function [EdgeMtx,LargestPulseEnergy]= ...
ScanMtx(CoefMtx,RSM,MaskWindow,MaxNoEdges)
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% Find the maxima from a matrix of coefficients
%each row represents a signal's coefficients

CoefMtxSize=size(CoefMtx);
NumberOfSignals=CoefMtxSize(1);
LengthOfSignals=CoefMtxSize(2);

% Decide to look for either positive or negative coefficients
[Scale,LargestPulseIndexJ = ...

find( abs(CoefMtx)==max(max(abs(CoefMtx))) )j
LargestPulseEnergy = CoefMtx(Scale(1).LargestPulseIndex(1))j
SelectSign = sign(LargestPulseEnergy)j

%Newly found pulses should contain a minimum amount of energy
TotalEnergyFraction = .07;
LastEnergyFraction = .35j

if nargin<4
MaxNoEdges=LengthOfSignals;
if nargin<3
MaskWindow=zeros(NumberOfSignals,1)j
if nargin<2
RSM=zeros(NumberOfSignals)j

end
end

end

% Build matrix of indices sorted in descending order of
% absolute value considering only coefficients with
% sign SelectSign
for k=1:NumberOfSignals
v=SortIndices(CoefMtx(k,:).SelectSign)j
SortedIndices(k.:) = [v zeros(1.LengthOfSignals-length(v))J j

end

% Initialising variables
Masked=zeros(size(CoefMtx))j
SignalMasked=zeros(NumberOfSignals.1)j
EdgeMtx=zeros(size(CoefMtx));
EdgesFound=O;
TotalEnergy=Oj
LastEnergy=O;
SigStepBack=1j
FirstSignalRange=1:10 %[1 2 3 4 5J;
FirstSignalRange= ...
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FirstSignalRange(FirstSignalRange<=NumberofSignals);

while EdgesFound<MaxNoEdges
disp('==============================================')
disp(['Total amount of energy so far> ',int2str(TotalEnergy)])

for k=l:NumberofSignals % Fill vector MaximaValues
if Sortedlndices(k,l) & -SignalMasked(k)
MaximaValues(k)=CoefMtx(k,Sortedlndices(k,l));% Get set of maxima

else
MaximaValues(k)=O;

end
end

if -EdgesFound
MaximaValues MaximaValues(FirstSignalRange);

end

%-------------------------------------------
disp(['Values of maxima> ',num2str(MaximaValues,' %7.3f')])
disp(['Indices of maxima> ',int2str(Sortedlndices(:,1)')])
%--------------------------------------------

if -any(MaximaValues), disp('No more MaximaValues'), break, end

% Determine which signal(s) have maximum
SelectedMaxSig = find( abs(MaximaValues) == max(abs(MaximaValues)) );

if EdgesFound %Display energy content -------------------------
RelToTotal= ...

round(100*abs(MaximaValues(SelectedMaxSig(1)))!TotalEnergy);
disp(['Energy relative to total energy> ',int2str(RelToTotal),'%'])
RelToLast= ...

round(100*abs(MaximaValues(SelectedMaxSig(1)))!LastEnergy);
disp(['Energy relative to last selected pulse> " ...

int2str(RelToLast),'%'])
end %-------------------------------------------------------------

%New pulse must contribute enough energy
%to the total amount already detected.
%Or: Energy of new pulse is at least a certain
%fraction of energy of last pulse
if abs(MaximaValues(SelectedMaxSig(l))» ...

TotalEnergyFraction*TotalEnergy
abs(MaximaValues(SelectedMaxSig(l))» ...

LastEnergyFraction*LastEnergy
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TotalEnergy=TotalEnergy + sum(abs(MaximaValues(SelectedMaxSig)));
else
disp('Not enough energy'), break

end
% Remember energy of last pulse
LastEnergy=abs(MaximaValues(SelectedMaxSig(l)));
% The 'quicker' signals are being masked
SignalMasked(l:(min(SelectedMaxSig)-SigStepBack-l))=l;

for m=l:length(SelectedMaxSig)
EdgesFound=EdgesFound+l;
IndexFound=Sortedlndices(SelectedMaxSig(m),l);
EdgeMtx(SelectedMaxSig(m),IndexFound)=l; %Update table of edges

%---------------------------------------------------------
disp(['Signal selection> ',int2str(SelectedMaxSig(m))])
disp(['Index found> ' ,int2str(IndexFound)])
disp(['Energy> ',int2str(abs(MaximaValues(SelectedMaxSig(1))))])
%---------------------------------------------------------

for k=l:NumberOfSignals %Determine which indices to be masked
if -SignalMasked(k)
Masklndex =

IndexFound - MaskWindow(SelectedMaxSig(m)) + ...
RSM(k,SelectedMaxSig(m))

IndexFound + MaskWindow(SelectedMaxSig(m)) + .. ,
RSM(k,SelectedMaxSig(m));

Masklndex=Masklndex(Masklndex>O & Masklndex<=LengthOfSignals);
if -isempty(Masklndex)
Masked(k,Masklndex)=l; % Remove masking outside signal bounds
% Uncomment next lines to see masking in plot made by 'ScanCable'
%subplot(NumberOfSignals+3,1,k+3),hold on, ...

% dotx(find(Masked(k,:)),'.b')
end

end
end
SignalMasked = SignalMasked I all(Masked,2);

end

if all(SignalMasked), disp('All signals masked'), break, end

% Shift handled maxima out of vector
Sortedlndices(SelectedMaxSig,l:LengthOfSignals) =

[Sortedlndices(SelectedMaxSig,2:LengthOfSignals)
zeros(length(SelectedMaxSig),l)];
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%Shift new maxima towards beginning of matrix
for k=l:NumberOfSignals
if -SignaIMasked(k)
while SortedIndices(k,l) &...

( Masked(k,SortedIndices(k,l)) I ...
SortedIndices(k,l)<=IndexFound)

SortedIndices(k,l:LengthOfSignals)= ...
[SortedIndices(k,2:LengthOfSignals) 0];

end
end

end

if -any(SortedIndices(:,l))
disp('No more sorted indices'), break

end
end

D.3 Other functions and m-files

D.3.1 DataInput

InpOK=O;

while -InpOK

clc
DirOK=O;FilesFound=O;clear Cable
SamplingPeriod=10e-9; p=" ;d=";

disp('##########################################')

disp('DATA INPUT')
disp('##########################################')

while -DirOK
TargetDirectory =

input('Type full pathname of directory of data ...
to be processed >' ,'s');

if exist(TargetDirectory)
FilesInDirectory = dir (TargetDirectory);
for k=l:length(FilesInDirectory)
L=length(FilesInDirectory(k).name);
if L>=4 &FilesInDirectory(k) .name(L-3:L) == , .000' ...

& -FilesInDirectory(k).isdir
FilesFound=FilesFound+l;
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Cable(FilesFound).name=FilesInDirectory(k).name(1:L-4)j
end
end

if FilesFound==O
disp('====== No files found with extension "000" =======')

else
DirOK=l ;
end

else
disp(['======= ',TargetDirectory,' does not exist ======='])

end
end
L=length(Cable)j
if L>l
disp(' ')
disp('The following files with extension "000" have been found:')
for k=l:L
disp([num2str(k,'%02d '),'> " Cable(k) .name])

end
Choice=O;
while Choice<l I Choice>L

Choice = floor(input('Choose file by typing preceeding number >'))j
end
CableName = Cable (Choice) .namej

else
CableName= Cable(l).name;

end

ReflectionLength =
round(le-6*input('Runtime (in MICROseconds) >')/SamplingPeriod)j

disp(['=> Distance between a pulse and ...
its reflection in samples: " int2str(ReflectionLength)])

CableLength = input('Length of cable (in meters) >');

while -(strcmp(p,'y') I strcmp(p,'Y') I
strcmp(p,'n') I strcmp(p,'N'))

p=input('Print signals? (y/n»','s')j
end
if strcmp(p,'y') I strcmp(p,'Y'), prn=lj else prn=O; end

while -(strcmp(d,'y') I strcmp(d,'Y') I ...
strcmp(d, 'n') I strcmp(d, 'N'))

d=input('ARE THESE SETTINGS CORRECT? (yin»' ,'s')j
end
if strcmp(d,'y') I strcmp(d,'Y'), InpOK=lj else InpOK=Oj end
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end

clear Cable Choice DirOK FilesFound FileslnDirectory
clear InpOK L SamplingPeriod p d k

D.3.2 Sortlndices

function out=Sortlndices(x,SelectSign)

%Puts indices in order of descending values of x,
%considering only values of sign SelectSign.
%The absence of input variable SelectSign will cause the function
%to sort the indices in order of their absolute value,
%regardless of their sign.

out=[] ;k=O;
lx=length(x);

if nargin==2
switch sign(SelectSign)
case 1

x(find(x<O))=O;
case -1

x(find(x>O))=O;
end

end

while k<=lx
c=find(abs(x)==max(abs(x)));
k=k+length(c);
if k<=lx

out=[out c];
end
x(c)=O;

end

D.3.3 Retainmax

function out=retainmax(in)

%Retains only local_maxima of signal

out=zeros(size(in));
Im=local_max2(in);
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out(lm)=in(lm);

D.3.4 locaLmax2

function k = local_max(x)

%finds location of local maxima

s = size(x); x = [x(:)J.'; N = length(x);
b1 = abs(x(1:N-1))<=abs(x(2:N));
b2 = abs(x(1:N-1))>abs(x(2:N));
k = find(b1(1:N-2)&b2(2:N-1))+1;
if abs(x(1))>abs(x(2)), k = [k, 1J; end
if abs(x(N))>abs(x(N-1)), k = [k, NJ; end
k = sort(k); if s(2) == 1, k = k'; end

D.3.5 reverse

function out=reverse(in)

%Reverses order in 1-dimensional vector

out=in(length(in):-1:1);

D.3.6 dotx

function dotx(x,spec)

%Puts dots on the x-axis given by x

if nargin==1
spec=' .r';

end

stem(x,zeros(length(x),1),spec)

D.3.7 vline

function vline(x,spec)

%Puts a vertical line the size of the y-axis at that moment.
%x-coordinates of line(s) given by x.

if nargin==1
spec=' .r';

end
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v=axis;
stem(x,v(4)*ones(length(x),1),[ spec])
stem(x,v(3)*ones(length(x),1), [spec])

D.3.8 sec2str

function out=sec2str(t)

% Converts number of seconds to time string

out=[] ;
t=round(t);
c=60*60*24;
if t>c

out=[num2str(floor(t/c), '%3ddays_')];
end
t=rem(t,c);
c=60*60;
out=[out,num2str(floor(t/c),'%02d:')] ;
t=rem(t,c);
c=60;
out=[out,num2str(floor(t/c),'%02d: ')];
t=rem(t,c);
out=[out ,num2str(t , '%02d')];
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Wavelets and their use in Power Supply Systems
In addition to the references used in this report, the reader will find more
references below. The list is an attempt to provide an overview of articles
that describe one or more applications of wavelet analysis in power supply
systems.
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Arii, K., M. Shibahara, and M. Fujii, "Separation of noise from partial dis
charge signals by wavelet", Proc. of the 5th Int. Conf. on Properties and
Applications of Dielectric Materials, pp.232-235, May 25-30, 1997, Seoul,
Korea.

Instead of electrical signals, the authors use acoustic signals to detect par
tial discharges in cables. The reason for this is the lower velocity of acoustic
signals which makes it easier to detect them. A Gaussian type of wavelet is
used: an eighth order polynomial windowed by a Gaussian function. Com
parison between cables with and without void are made. A brief explanation
of the difference in acoustic signals (Jor cables with and without void) is
given. Noise is separated from partial discharge components by subtraction
of typical noise in void-free case.

Heydt, G.T., A.W. Galli, "Transient power quality problems analyzed using
wavelets", IEEE Tr. on Power Delivery, vol.12, no.2, pp.908-915, April 1997.

The wavelet technique is proposed for the analysis of propagation of tran
sients in power systems. In this article the authors use the discrete wavelet
transform based on (the real part of) the Morlet wavelet. An RLC-network
serves as an example. The differential equation belonging to this circuit is
being discretized by using respectively Backward Difference (r(t)-;;,c:-~t»)

and Forward Difference equations c(t+~~;-r(t») for the differentials. Sub
sequently, variables are being replaced by their wavelet transforms. Rearrang
ing equations gives a recursive formula containing the wavelet coefficients of
the circuit state vector. The authors show that is possible to solve a linear
system using wavelet coefficients. Transients that can be analysed using this
method are: lighting, line switching, capacitor switching, communication
failure, transformer inrush current.

Lee, C.H., J.S. Lee, J.O. Kim, and S.W. Nam, "Feature vector extraction for
the automated classification of power quality disturbances" , Proc. ISCAS '97,
Hong Kong, 9-12 June 1997, pp.2681-2684.

This article is not about wavelets, but is about using a certain method as
a preprocessing tool. The feature vector extraction method is proposed. The
method consists of two steps:

1. disturbance detection

2. extraction of feature vector

Subsequently, the vector is evaluated by a multilayer perceptron. Several PQ
disturbances are tested:

• voltage sag

• waveshape disturbance
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All were simulated disturbances. In 97.1 % of the tested cases the disturbances
were classified correctly. The method looked quite promising.

Santoso, S., E.J. Powers, and W.M Grady, "Power quality disturbance data
compression using wavelet transform methods" , IEEE Tr. on Power Delivery,
vol. 12, iss. 3, pp 1250-1257, 1997.

Implementation of the dyadic wavelet transform pyramidal decomposition
technique. Actual disturbance signals are decomposed into three scales; three
detail and one smoothed signal. The details are thresholded so most of the in
formation is discarded (containing mostly noise). The remaining coefficients
are stored by position and value. The smoothed signal is stored entirely, i.e.,
every sample. Data can thus be reduced by a factor two to six. A few examples
of actual signals are given.

Yibin, Xia, David Chan Tat Wai, W.W.L. Keerthipala, "A new technique
using wavelet analysis for fault location", Developments in Power System
Protection, 25-27th March 1997, Conf. Publication, pp.231-234.

Dyadic wavelet analysis is implemented by way of multiresolution filter
banks. Quadratic spline wavelets were chosen over sine wavelets, Meyer
wavelets and Daubechies wavelets. Location of faults can be achieved more
accurately with Wavelet transform than with Fourier transform. One-source
as well as two-source systems are considered.

1996

Assef, Yasmine, Oinis Chaari, Michel Meunier, "Classification of power dis
tribution system fault currents using wavelets associated to artificial neu
ral networks", IEEE-SP International Symposium on Time-Frequency and
Time-Scale Analysis, pp.421-424, 1996.

Recursive wavelet transform using a complex wavelet. Transients from faulty
and sound feeders are being distinguished by the phase of their wavelet coef
ficients. An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) makes the actual decision.

Aravena, Jorge L., Fahmida N. Chowdhury, "A new approach to fast fault
detection in power systems", ISAP'96, pp.328-332.

A method is proposed based on multirate filter banks based on wavelet decom
position using Daubechies compact support wavelets. An example is shown
and it is stated that neural networks can be used for deciding what signals
are faulty.

Chaari, 0., M. Meunier, F. Brouaye, "Wavelets: a new tool for the resonant
grounded power distribution systems relaying", IEEE Tr. on Power Delivery,
July 1996, paper no 96WM020-8PWRD.

Fast recursive wavelet transform is used to analyse earth fault signals. It is
suggested that the technique, using the wavelet transform, can be used real
time in protection devices.
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Van Dommelen, "Analysing time-varying power system harmonics using
wavelet transform", IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement Technology
Conf., pp.474-479, Brussels, Belgium, June 4-6, 1996.

The dyadic-orthonormal wavelet transform is used and implemented by the
pyramid algorithm. Because of its fiat band-pass characteristic and sharp
cut-off the Meyer wavelet is used. Comparison is made with the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). Three examples are given, showing the advantage of the
wavelet transform over Fourier transform:

1. current drawn by energy-saving lighting equipment,

2. remote-control signals and

3. an adjustable speed drive.

Future applications are suggested:

• analysing behaviour of devices, apparatus and systems

• monitoring power quality

• identification of phenomena appearing in energy supply systems

• receipt of remote-control systems in distorted conditions
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Galli, A.W., G.T. Heydt, P.F. Ribeiro, "Exploring the power of wavelet
analysis", IEEE Computer Applications in Power, pp.37-41, Oct. 1996.

The authors recognize two broad overlapping areas for wavelet techniques to
be applied to power engineering: identification and analysis. Applications
mentioned:

• post mortem studies
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• event recorder instrumentation

Huang, S.J., C.L. Huang, C.T. Hsieh, "Application of Gabor transform tech
nique to supervise power system transient harmonics", lEE Proc. Gener.
Transm. Distrib., vo1.143, no.5, pp.461-466, Sept. 1996.

The Gabor transform (GT) technique is used to reveal power system tran
sient harmonics. The technique was used to investigate harmonic variations
of transformer inrush current and industrial arc furnace disturbances. Gabor
transform is compared to FFT. The only conclusion drawn is the advantage
of the GT to display harmonic variations.

Lazzaroni, Massimo, Enrico Ragaini, "Gabor-like transforms for transient
analysis in electrical systems", IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement
Technology Conf., pp.885-890, Brussels, Belgium, June 4-6, 1996.

It is shown that the occurrence of pulses caused by partial discharges can be
detected using Gabor transform (GT). It is suggested that also other tran
sients might be detectable using GT.

Momoh, James, D. Tom Rizy, "Application of wavelet theory to power dis
tribution systems for fault detection", ISAP'96, pp.345-350.

The wavelet transform serves as a feature extractor for data retrieved from
a test distribution system. Clearly distinguishable patterns result from the
wavelet transforms of the different faults. The Modet wavelet is used for
this purpose.
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